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Introduction
Digital Citizenship takes all aspects of conventional concepts of
democratic citizenship to the digital Sphere. Rights connected to
citizenship on the one side, like the right to vote, free speech, or
access to media and information and responsibilities on the
other side, like respect for the rights, beliefs, and opinions of
others or political participation should also be performed by users on the internet in order to become digital citizens.
According to Mark Ribble Digital Citizenship consists1 of three
main principles highlighting the interdependent structure of the
digital sphere: respecting yourself and others, educating yourself
and others and protecting yourself and others.
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Respecting yourself and others includes the aspects of:
 Etiquette - referring to the importance of understanding
how behavior in the digital sphere affects other. In digital
context this aspect is also called Netiquette.
 Access - referring to the need to understand that digital
technology and the corresponding competences are not
equally distributed among all people.

1 Ribble, Mike

(2015): Digital Citizenship in Schools. Nine Elements All Students Should
Know. 3rd ed (Online-ausg.). Eugene: International Society for Tech in Ed (EBLSchweitzer).
The nine aspects mentioned here are also listed by the Council of Europe in a similar
structure as “competence domains”.
(https://www.coe.int/en/web/digital-citizenship-education/key-domains)

 Law – referring to the fact that the rule of law in the digital
sphere is not yet established to the same extend as it is in
the analogue world. But this doesn’t mean that is a legal
vacuum for which no rules apply. Therefore basic principals
of respect are even more important for example by asking
for permission when using content from others.
Educating yourself and others includes the aspects of
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 Literacy – referring to the competence to use digital technology, gathering information and using it. The dynamic
development of digital technology makes it even more
challenging to be up-to-date in this field. A crucial aspect
of digital learning is the willingness to keep on learning and
pass on knowledge to others.
 Communication – referring to the importance of communicating appropriately to share information and stay in contact via digital channels
 Commerce – referring to the growing usage of tools for
online-shopping and other types of commerce. Finding the
right items and paying respect to ecological and social
standards, while paying attention to protect your data is a
challenging process. Sharing your own experience might
help others doing this.

Protecting yourself and others includes the aspects of:
 Rights and responsibilities – referring to the fact that the
possibility to use digital tools also brings responsibilities. To
contribute to a safe and pleasant digital environment for
everyone it is crucial that each one acknowledges the responsibility to stay safe and support others in doing so.
 Security – referring to the importance of protecting your
personal data and private information.
 Health and wellness – referring to a balance between the
usage of digital tools and important aspects of the analogue world, like spending time outside or face-to-face
with friends and family.
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The above-mentioned interdependent system of the digital
sphere can be understood as a technological connection of individuals creating a social environment in which people interact
and share information. In this sense it serves as a parallel structure to the social environment of the analogue world. The shift
of many aspects of our everyday life into the digital sphere is
based on the fact, that it offers tools to socially interact easy and
faster than ever before.
Being able to use these tools efficiently and proficiently does not
only refer to digital skills in order to operate hard- and software.
Digital Citizenship also includes the competence to use digital
technology to contribute to a pleasant and safe online environment in which people can interact socially, work collaboratively
or participate politically.
The activities described in this module deal with Facebook as a
social network that provides many features for social and political interaction. All learners need a Facebook account and

should have basic knowledge about the functions of Facebook
(see Module 3).
The educational strategy behind this module is orientated towards the concept of Digital Citizenship Education2 with the
goal to equip learners with the competences to use the internet
according to certain rights and responsibilities. On the one hand
this strategie includes digital dompetences like information and
data literacy, communication and collaboration, digital content
creation, safety and problem solving. On the other hand it includes competences of citizenship like digital participation, digital rights and responsibilities, digital Law and digital Etiquette.
These competences come into effect when learners do the activities described in this module.
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2

https://www.coe.int/en/web/digital-citizenship-education/home?desktop=true

Topic 1: Creating a page on Facebook
The aim of this topic is to create a blog on Facebook that deals
with public topics connected to local aspects of the learners
group. The blog will be created as a Facebook page and will be
maintained by the learning group.
Since Facebook is a widespread social network it provides all features for the activities connected with the blog to be created.
Nevertheless a social network like Facebook was often criticized
because of problems with data security or tolerating negative aspects like hate-speech. The group of learners should only use this
social-network if all participants agree. If not, a blog can also be
created on pages like WordPress, Blogger, Wix, Weebly, Medium
or Ghost .
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Compared to other websites for blogs, Facebook provides the
opportunity to share content online with your followers. The Facebook page can be managed by one or more members. This
gives the group the opportunity to produce content for the community. The content can be written as a post containing images,
plain text or videos. Events can also be created to which members can be invited. Users can respond to the content with likes
or comments. Through this interactivity, the page gains in popularity.
However, a Facebook page is not only used to create new content but also to manage basic information. This is where users
can read in information about the group that created the page,
view brief descriptions and contact details and find the link to
the website. As with a private profile, both a profile picture and
a cover picture can be created. Another advantage of Facebook
pages is the structure of the information. This appeals above all

to usability, as the user can quickly and intuitively see where
which content is located.
There are internal navigation structures that lead to contact information, short description and events of a page. The new articles are presented directly on the start page. The user therefore
always receives the most current content when entering the site.
The downside of Facebook pages is that they are semantically
very one-sided.
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This means that the sender-to-receiver model has not yet been
fully converted to the sender-to-sender model. The desired semantics in social networks have not yet been achieved here. Although users can reply to Facebook posts, the company determines the topic through the post. In addition to this option, the
customer can also write reviews or ask questions to the group
that created the page.
Tips for learners:

The help-page of facebook available at
https://www.facebook.com/help/
provides support for many elements
that are included in this module.

Conceptualizing the Page as a Mind-Map - easy
Duration: 45-90 minutes
Setting
Group work in class or in a virtual meeting with guidance or moderation by the teacher. The learning group needs a flip-chart or
a white board to create a mind-map. In a virtual setting online
tools like Miro-Mindmap, Zoom, Wisemapping, Xmind or Semantik can be used.
Main aspects
 Discussing the main topic of the page
 Discussing connections to political topics, public or local issues
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Step 1 - Questions and Answers
The teacher writes down basic questions about the conceptualization of the page. These questions can include the following:
 Which is the local aspect our page should focus on?
(street, neighborhood, village, city, region, landscape..)?
 Which topics should be addressed?
(political issues, current problems, cultural aspects, issues of
the inhabitants..)
 Which type of content will be published on the page?
(texts, photos, videos, podcasts, links – the decision should
be orientated towards the digital skills of the learners)

Step 2 – Creating the mind-map
Afterwards the teachers moderates a group discussion about
these questions. Ideas and results get noted as a mind-map by
the teacher or a learner. After the discussion is finished the
teacher takes a photo of the mind-map or saves the mind-map
as a digital picture and sends it to all participants. It is also possible to create a mindmap with applications, like Miro-Mindmap,
Zoom, Wisemapping, Xmind or Semantik.
Example of a mind-map as a basic structure of the Facebook
page:
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Creating the Facebook Page - medium
Duration: 45 Minutes
Setting
Initial creation of the Facebook page in the group and the addition of descriptive information, followed by individual working
steps, with guidance when needed.
Main aspects
 Assigning roles for managing the page
 Distribution of work for the Facebook page,
 Adding information to the Facebook page
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Step 1 – Initial Creation
At first the teacher creates the Facebook page by clicking on
“Create” and “Page”.

Now initial information is needed. The teacher enters the name
of the page, chooses a category and adds a short description
based on the previous decisions of the learners.
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Afterwards the teacher adds all learners as administrators by
scrolling down on the left side, clicking on “Settings”, then clicking on “Page Roles” and then entering the usernames of all learners.
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Administrators can manage all aspects of the page. They can
publish and send Messenger messages as the Page, respond to
and delete comments on the page, post from Instagram to Facebook, create ads, see who created a post or comment, view insights and assign page roles.

Step 2 – Further Description
Now the page needs further information to show visitors what it
is about. Information can be added by clicking on “Complete
your
Page
information”.
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Many aspects Facebook asks for, like a telephone number or
opening hours can be skipped, since they are more suitable for
business-pages. But it is helpful to add an email-address and a
more detailed description, the location and the impressum.
The profile picture and the wallpaper can be changed by clicking
on the camera-symbols.

Now the teachers moderates a group discussion in which the
tasks to add this information are distributed, the teacher notes
down the decision and provides the learners with the corresponding information.
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Creating Content – easy
Duration: 45-90 Minutes
Setting
After the page was created and further information was added,
all learners are asked to create their first post, based on the decisions of the first group discussion.
Main aspects
 Creating the content for the Facebook page
 Presenting and discussing the content
Step 1 – Creating the content
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It is recommended to choose one person that creates an initial
post as the official launch of the page to welcome visitors and
outline the purpose of the page. Facebook offers the option to
pin a post, so that is always visible at the top of the page.
Afterwards all learners work on their own computer and create
their post. It can be text other types of content, like photos, videos, podcasts or a combination of several formats. At first the
learners should create their content on their computer. Text can
be copied afterwards into the box on Facebook, photos should
be saved as .jpg, videos or podcast episodes as .mp4. It is important to mention, that the learners must not to publish content created by somebody else without allowance. If the learners need more time to create a more complex piece of content,
the teacher should find a way to allow this.

Step 2 – Presenting the content
Now all learners show their results to the group that either approves the content or expresses demand for changes. The
teacher should moderate the discussion.

Step 3 – Publishing the content
The learners simply have to click on “Create Post”
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The button “Feeling/Activity” allows to add Emojis, the button
Photo/Video allows to add pictures or videos.
Now that the page is filled with information and content, the
next aim will be to reach out for visitors.

Topic 2: Sharing Information and Commenting
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After creating the page on Facebook the three activities of this
topic deal with sharing the content created previously on external websites, linking external content on the page and taking
part in discussions about these topics. As already mentioned in
the introduction to the previous topic, users activities on social
media can include inappropriate behavior, like hate-speech or
discrimination. It is one goal of this topic to sensitize the learners
regarding this topic and bring them into the position of using the
social network according to the principles of digital citizenship.
This means to abstain from insulting other people, stating facts
without a source or posting copyright protected material. Instead the learners should be motivated to post their own content and act politely and responsible.

Conceptualizing the Outreach-Strategy - easy
Duration: 45 Minutes
Setting
Group work in class or in a virtual meeting with guidance or moderation by the teacher. The learning group needs a flip-chart or
a white board to create a mind-map. In a virtual setting online
tools like “Miro Mind-Map” can be used.

Main aspects
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 Discussing the desired outreach of the page
 Discussing desired connections to other pages, groups or websites
Step 1 - Questions and Answers
The teacher writes down basic questions about the conceptualization of the outreach strategy. These questions can include the
following:
 Which people or users of Facebook could be interested
into our page?
(Local inhabitants, people with certain interests, other Facebook pages or groups)
 Are there certain types of people, like decision makers,
that have to be addressed?
 How can these groups of people be addressed?
(Directly on Facebook, via Email, Telephone, personal contacts)

 What should those people do?
(Visiting the page, follow the page, commenting, evaluating content, acting as multipliers to attract more people,
acts in the real world)
 What features of Facebook can support these goals?
(Setting up events, sharing fotos)
Step 2 – Creating the Mind-Map
Afterwards the teachers moderates a group discussion about
these questions. Ideas and results get noted as a mind-map by
the teacher or a learner. After the discussion is finished the
teacher takes a photo of the mindmap or saves the mindmap as
a digital picture and sends it to all participants.
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Example:

Sharing and Connecting - medium
Duration: 45-90 Minutes
Setting
Individual working steps, with previous instructions based on the
results of the previous activity and guidance when needed
Main aspects
 Sharing content from the page on other pages or groups
 Linking external content on the page
 Creating events
Step 1 – Distribution of work
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Based on the results of the previous activity the teacher moderates a group discussion, in which the tasks of reaching out to the
target groups are distributed equally. Each learner should be
given the task of addressing a certain group of people. The distribution should be orientated towards the skills and preferences of the learners.
Step 2 – Reaching Out
Based on the distribution of tasks all learners act accordingly to
the outreach plan. Afterwards they report to the group about
the results of their actions.

Sharing content:
After creating a post, it can be shared by clicking the corresponding button below. The post can be shared with another Facebook
group or page. In the same way you can also share content from
other pages or groups with your own page.
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Creating events:
At the top of you Facebook page the tab ‘Events’ shows all
events that already took place at you page and offers the option
to create new ones.
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Afterwards it has to be decided if the events takes place online
or offline and if the event will be commercially.
To gain attention for the Facebook page it is recommended to
create a free-of-charge online event. Facebook also features the
option to be connected to applications like Zoom, so that you
can provide an online stream that reaches the followers of the
page.

By filling out the event details as detailed as possible it is made
sure that the potential participants have a clear picture on
what the event is about.
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Commenting and Discussing - hard
Duration: Ongoing

Setting
Autonomous work after receiving guidelines from the teacher.
45 minutes
Main aspects
 Discussing guidelines for moderating, commenting and discussing in digital settings
 Practicing moderating, commenting and discussing on the Facebook Page
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Step 1 – Guidelines for comments and discussions
At first the teacher should outline basic principles of moderating,
commenting and discussing on Facebook. In our example we already received a comment to our initial post.
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Using this example it can be shown how to react politely by liking
the comment and start a discussion with the visitor by clicking
on “Reply”.
On the other hand the learners should also be prepared to react
to comments that contain discriminating content.
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In these cases there should be a clear reaction that includes a
statement why such forms of hate-speech and discrimination
are not tolerated.

In severe cases like the one in the example, the comment can be
deleted by clicking on the three dots on the right side of the post
and then on “Delete”.
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Afterwards it is recommended to add a comment that explains
why the comment was deleted.
Step 2 – Moderating, commenting and Discussing
After this introduction all learners are asked to moderate, comment and discuss on the page with respect to the above mentioned guidelines. In larger group it is recommended to schedule
these activities so that one member of the group is responsible
for moderating, commenting and discussing for one week.

Conclusion
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Digital Citizenship is based on conventional concepts of citizenship but needs to be adapted for digital contexts. Social networks like Facebook are only one aspect of the digital world, in
which people are connected and start processes of social interaction. General digital competences connected to digital citizenship should not only bring people into the position of using digital effectively but also enable them to critically reflect on negative aspects of the digital sphere, like discrimination, hatespeech or dangers to personal data. The dynamic processes of
technical development require a constant update of digital competences, which can be achieved through constant learning processes in the digital world. This module as well as the other modules of All4Inclusion aim at a motivating way for elder people to
experience the digital sphere in a safe and responsible way.

Further Ressources
 The book “Digital Citizenship in Schools” by Mike Ribble that outlines a concept of Digital Citizenship for educational purposes.
-> Ribble, Mike (2015): Digital Citizenship in Schools. Nine Elements All Students Should Know. 3rd ed (On-line-ausg.). Eugene:
International Society for Tech in Ed (EBL-Schweitzer).
 The text “Being Digital Citizens” by Enging Isin and Evelyn Ruppert
that explains the concept of Digital Citizenship
-> Isin, Engin; Ruppert, Evelyn (2015): Being digital citizens. London, New York: Rowman & Littlefield International. Online verfügbar unter http://gbv.eblib.com/patron/FullRecord.aspx?p=2051473.
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 NY Times Article about the movie “The Social Dilemma” which
deals with negative aspects of social networks, like Facebook
-> https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/09/movies/the-social-dilemma-review.html
 A collection of teaching material about Digital Citizenship at the
homepage of the Council of Europe
-> https://www.coe.int/en/web/digital-citizenship-education/digital-citizenship-and-digital-citizenship-education
 The text “Social Media and Political Participation: Are Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube Democratizing Our Political Systems?” by
Robin Effing, Jos van Hillegersberg and Theo Huibers, that critically
reflects on the connection between social networks and political
participation
-> https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-233333_3

